Make Your Own Designer-Inspired Jewelry!
Getting Started!
All you need to start designing your own jewelry is
Steampunk large link chain and three colors of floss.
The chain can be found in gold (STEAM 41) or gunmetal
(STEAM42). For floss, we choose Cool Cord floss.
Step 1
Floss: You’ll need two strands of three colors of floss. Cut
these to a length approximately double the length of your
chain. Tie the strands together at one end and place the knot
near the end of your chain. Separate by colors as shown.
Chain: You can use any length of chain you’d like for a
bracelet or any size necklace you’d like. To begin, lay the
chain out so all the links are flat.

Step 2
Pull the first strand of color through the first link of the chain.

Step 3
Take the colors on the far left and bring it over the colors in
the middle, and pull it through the next chain link.

Step 4
Pull the first color over the second color back to the left of the
chain. Take the third color, place it over the first color and
pull it through the next chain link.

Essentially, this is just like a regular braiding technique, while
pulling the middle strand through the chain to connect it.
You may find it easier to use tweezers or pliers to bring each
strand through the chain.
As you braid, remember to pull each strand tight so your braid
doesn’t become loose.
You’re finished!
Continue this process until you’ve reached the end of your
chain, and simply knot the floss at the end. You can either
secure your jewelry with extra floss or stylish Steampunk
toggles (STEAM020).
Get creative!
There are so many possibilities with this design. There are
endless color combinations of floss and chain, make one for all
your friends and one for every outfit!
Have fun!

